. Density of lionfish at experimental reefs. Dots represent means and error bars are SEM. Impact reefs with "high-lionfish" densities: n = 6; and control reefs with "low-lionfish" densities: n = 6.
. Density of lionfish at experimental reefs. Dots represent means and error bars are SEM. Impact reefs with "high-lionfish" densities: n = 6; and control reefs with "low-lionfish" densities: n = 6. Table S1 . Potential client species that were surveyed during the study. Residency was based on the relative size of each species' typical home range over the course of a day on patch reefs in Rock Sound, Eleuthera, the Bahamas: resident = one patch reef (tens to hundreds of square meters) vs. transient = many patch reefs (>thousands of square meters). Table S2 . Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC) and p-values from likelihood-ratio tests (LRT and LRT p) used to determine whether or not to include a random effect, an auto-correlation term, and non-homogenous variance structures in the linear mixed effects models. Models were created with the nlme package in R. Model components: F = full fixed effects structure (treatment, period, treatment*period), R = random effect for reef, C = AR1 temporal autocorrelation structure for time-step nested in reef, and V = weighted term for variance to differ among reef. Likelihood-ratio tests comparing the full fixed effects model (F) to the model including a random effect for reef (F + R) incorporated an adjustment to the p-value to compensate for testing-onthe-boundary. The best-fitting model is indicated in bold. When the best-fitting model did not have an autocorrelation term, I chose to use model 3 (F + R + C) to account for non-independence due to repeated measures at reefs. 0.595 * A model without an autocorrelation term was best-fitting. However, I chose to use model 3 (F + R + C) to account for temporal non-independence. ^ A model with non-homogenous variance structures by reef could not be created for this response variable. " All prey-sized fishes (≤10 cm total length), excluding Haemulon spp., which outnumbered other prey by an order of magnitude at some reefs. Table S3 . Results from linear mixed effects (LME) models to test for effects of treatment (control vs. impact), period (before vs. after), and the treatment*period interaction on the response variables. LME models were fit by restricted maximum likelihood with p-values for fixed effects based on t-tests, using the nlme package in R. Significant p-values (p < 0.05) are indicated in bold. The indicator for all models (i.e., the group to which all categorical statistical comparisons are made) is After-Impact reefs. Where µ{response | treatment, period} = β 0 + β 1 *treatment + β 2 *period + β 3 *treatment*period, and treatment = 1 if control and 0 if impact, and period = 1 if before and 0 if after, β 0 equals the mean response on After-Impact reefs. Also, β 1 equals the difference in mean response between After-Control and After-Impact reefs, β 2 equals the difference in mean response between Before-Impact and After-Impact reefs, and (β 1 + β 2 + β 3 ) equals the difference in mean response between Before-Control and After-Impact reefs. β 3 equals the difference between After-Control and After-Impact reefs, after accounting for the difference between Before-Control and Before-Impact reefs, i.e., how much more different the control and impact reefs were from each other after the addition of lionfish, given how different they were before the addition of lionfish. βx . **All prey-sized fishes (≤10 cm total length), excluding Haemulon spp., which outnumbered other prey by an order of magnitude at some reefs. Table S4 . Results from permutation-based multivariate analyses of variance (PERMANOVA) to test for effects of treatment (control vs. impact), period (before vs. after), and the treatment*period interaction on the multivariate response variables (communities). Species abundance data were logtransformed to reduce the influence of the most abundant species, and PERMANOVA used Bray-Curtis distance and 999 permutations constrained within reef. Analyses were done in the vegan package in R. 
